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Wavelength-dependent resonant homodyne and heterodyne transient
grating spectroscopy with a diffractive optics method:
Solvent effect on the third-order signal

Qing-Hua Xu, Ying-Zhong Ma, Igor V. Stiopkin, and Graham R. Fleminga)

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley and Physical Biosciences Division,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 24 May 2001; accepted 5 March 2002!

We carried out a wavelength-dependent homodyne and heterodyne transient grating~TG! studies on
a resonant system, rhodamine 640 in dimethylsulfoxide, with a simplified diffractive optics method.
The real and imaginary components of the third-order molecular polarization at different excitation
wavelengths have a similar longtime decay~.200 fs!, while the amplitude of the real component is
strongly wavelength dependent. The nonresonant solvent and the resonant solute contributions to the
third-order polarization are found to have a similar magnitude in a dilute solution. The interference
of the wavelength-dependent resonant solute contributions with the nonresonant solvent
contribution is found to be crucial to properly understand the wavelength dependence of the initial
dynamics in homodyne TG and other four-wave mixing techniques. Such an interference effect is
further confirmed by concentration-dependent homodyne TG measurements. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1473653#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Four-wave mixing spectroscopies, such as the trans
grating ~TG! method,1–7 have been widely used to study u
trafast chemical dynamics in the condensed phase.8–10 In a
TG experiment, a spatial transmission grating is formed
the medium by the interference of two temporally coincide
laser pulses, resulting in a spatially modulated complex
fractive index in the crossing region. A third, temporally d
layed pulse is scattered off the grating into the Bragg an
Therefore the TG is sensitive to any process that causes
change of the complex refractive index, such as popula
relaxation, spectral diffusion, thermal grating, and las
induced birefringence.1,11

The nature of the initial decay of the TG signals has be
discussed by several groups.3,12–14A large initial spike, usu-
ally observed to increase as the excitation wavelength
shifted to the blue side of the absorption band,13 was previ-
ously attributed, at least in part, to the ultrafast solvat
process.5 It was recently shown, based on simulations th
introduced all the modes observed in the resonance Ra
spectrum, that a significant contribution could arise from
brational modes.14 An alternative explanation was given b
Gumy et al.,3 who suggested that this initial spike aris
from the interference between a population phase grating
a thermal phase grating, the latter being generated by
high repetition rate laser pulses used in their experime
However, a similar wavelength dependence of the initial
cay in the TG signal was also observed with a ‘‘cross
grating geometry,’’ which should be free of the thermal gr
ing contribution. Accordingly, the authors interpreted th
wavelength dependence as arising from selective probin

a!Electronic mail: grfleming@lbl.gov
9330021-9606/2002/116(21)/9333/8/$19.00
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different sets of solvated chromphores within the absorpt
spectrum. Inconsistencies between the experimental
simulation results at short times have also been reporte
other four-wave mixing techniques, such as the three-pu
photon echo peak shift13,15,16 and frequency resolved ech
experiments.17 Clearly, this wavelength-dependent spik
needs to be carefully characterized in order to understand
short time dynamics of the third-order nonlinear signals.

TG measurements are normally performed in a hom
dyne detection scheme, in which the signal intensity depe
on the square of the third-order polarizationP(3). Thus the
real and imaginary components ofP(3), which do not always
show the same decay profile,18 cannot be determined sepa
rately. The imaginary component is mainly sensitive to pop
lation change and solvation dynamics, while the real com
nent is also sensitive to the thermal phase-grating1,3 and the
nonresonant solvent contribution~the optical Kerr
response2,11!. Although the nonresonant Kerr response of t
pure liquids has been widely used to study reorientatio
dynamics,19 its possible effect on the homodyne signals o
tained in a resonant system has not been systemically
sidered. Previously, it was found that the photon echo sig
detected in the UV region is buried under the nonreson
signal of the neat solvent.20 In contrast, this nonresonant con
tribution in the visible region was usually observed to
much smaller than the resonant contribution and there
was generally ignored. In this paper we will show that
interference effect introduced by the small nonresonant
vent contribution can significantly alter the short time d
namics detected in homodyne TG measurements, espec
when very dilute solutions are used. The solvent contribut
to the overall TG signal can be directly monitored by sep
rate measurements of the real and imaginary componen
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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the third-order signal, which can be achieved with the opti
heterodyne detection~OHD! technique.

Optical heterodyne spectroscopy is performed by coh
ently mixing the weak signal fieldEs(t) with a relatively
strong beam, ELO(t), the local oscillator ~LO!. With
uELO(t)u@uEs(t)u, the amplified heterodyne signal can be e
pressed as21

I Het}ELO•@cos~f!Im P(3)1sin~f!ReP(3)#, ~1!

wheref is the phase difference between the signal and
LO fields. Thus the real and imaginary components of
third-order polarization can be selectively determined
controlling the LO field to be in quadrature (f
5p/2, 3p/2, ...) or in phase (f50,p, ...) with the signal
field, respectively.

Optical heterodyne detected transient grating~OHD-TG!
can be achieved by either active or passive phase lock
Active phase-locked OHD-TG using a Mach–Zehnder int
ferometer has been reported by several groups,22,23 however
its application was hampered by the limited phase stab
and experimental complexity. Recently, the use of diffract
optics ~DO! for passively phase-locked OHD-TG has be
shown to be an elegant and straightforward method, as d
onstrated by Miller and co-workers,4,24–26 and Nelson and
co-workers.27 Such a method allows one to take full adva
tage of the OHD technique. To completely remove the c
tamination of the pump–probe~PP! signal in the same phase
matching direction in these experiments, Tokmakoff a
co-workers28 introduced a setup based on dual DO eleme

Recently, we reported a simplified single diffractive o
tic OHD-TG method21 based on modifications of the a
rangement used by Miller and co-workers.4,24–26 It features
ease in alignment, suppression of scattering, and is free o
contamination in the detected TG signals. In this paper,
report wavelength-dependent homodyne and heterodyne
studies on a resonant system, rhodamine 640 in dimethy
foxide ~DMSO!, with this simplified single DO arrangemen
The real and imaginary components of the third-order sig
are separately measured using this OHD-TG arrangem
Our results show that the wavelength dependence of the
tial dynamics in homodyne TG can be strongly contamina
by the interference between the nonresonant solvent
resonant solute contributions at the concentrations typic
used in the experiments.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental arrangement used for passively ph
locked OHD-TG with a single DO element has been d
scribed in detail previously.21 Briefly, the pulse generate
from a regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifier pumped opti
parametric amplifier was compressed to;40 fs with a SF10
prism pair and split into two beams, a strong pump an
weak probe with an intensity ratio of;10:1. The maximal
pulse energy of the pump beam was;1.3 nJ at the sample
position. As shown in Fig. 1, both the pump and probe bea
separately passed through a combination of zero-order h
waveplate and polarizer in order to control their relative p
larizations and intensities. The two beams were then spat
overlapped on a DO~Rochester Photonics! with a 20 cm
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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focal length quartz lens. Each of the two beams was split i
two replicas~61 diffractive orders! with an efficiency of
around 30%. The crossing angle between the two repl
being ;2°. The resulting four beams were achromatica
imaged onto the sample by a combination of an Al-coa
concave spherical mirror with a 50 cm radius and a fo
mirror. The spherical mirror was placed one radius aw
from the DO and slightly tilted off-axis horizontally to sepa
rate the outgoing beams from the incoming beams. Follo
ing the phase-matching condition, the signal (ks5k12k2
1k3) was radiated along the LO direction (k4). The probe
beam (k3) was chopped at 1150 Hz directly in front of th
sample and the signal was detected by a silicon photod
connected to a lock-in amplifier. An iris between the sam
and the detector blocked the unwanted beams and scat
light. A third polarizer was mounted after the iris to set t
signal polarization. Furthermore, a 150mm thickness micro-
scope cover slip~CS! was inserted into both the probe an
LO paths, and the CS in the LO path was mounted o
rotating stage to control of the phase difference between
LO and signal fields. Because phase stability plays a cru
role in the heterodyne experiment, we have made effort

FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental arrangement using diffractive optics for the h
erodyne TG measurements:l/2, half waveplate; P, polarizer; L, 20 cm lens
DO: diffractive optic; CS: cover slip; Ch, chopper; SM: concave spheri
mirror; FM: fold mirror; PD: photodiode.~b! Phase stability test over a 1 h
period.
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improve it. Within the 1 h test period, the standard deviati
of the phase fluctuation was 0.7°, while over 11

2 h the stan-
dard deviation increased to 1.1°.

Homodyne TG and PP measurements were carried
with the same setup. Homodyne TG was performed with
fourth beam (K4, LO! blocked, whereas the PP signal w
collected with chopped pump and blockedk1 andk3 beams.

The measurements on R640/DMSO were performed
ing a 1 mmpath length glass flow sample cell. In order
avoid any possible thermal heating effect, the solution w
circulated with a gear pump at a speed that correspond
less than 150 shots per fresh sample volume. The conce
tion of R640 was adjusted to give an OD of 0.55 per mm
the corresponding excitation wavelength in most meas
ments unless otherwise noted, to avoid the concentration
fect discussed in later sections. To measure the birefring
signals of various solvents, a glass sample cell with 2 m
path length was carefully positioned to minimize possi
contribution from the cell walls. The polarizations of all fou
beams were kept parallel and the pulse duration was;33 fs.

Rhodamine 640~R640! was obtained from Exciton Co
Carbon disulfide (CS2), carbon tetrachloride, toluene, be
zonitrile, N,N-dimethylaniline ~DMA !, N,N-diethylaniline
~DEA!, and dimethylsulfoxide~DMSO! were purchased
from Aldrich, methanol and acetonitrile were from Merc
benzene and chloroform were from Fisher. The solute
solvents were used as received.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Wavelength-dependent homodyne TG

Homodyne TG measurements on R640/DMSO were c
ried out at different excitation wavelengths, ranging from t
blue to the red side of the absorption spectrum. The locat
of excitation wavelengths are indicated by the arrows in
absorption spectrum as shown in Fig. 2 and the correspo
ing homodyne TG data are shown in Fig. 3. The pulse du
tion was fixed at;40 fs at each of the different wavelength

FIG. 2. The absorption~solid line! and dispersion~dashed line! spectra for
R640/DMSO. The dispersion spectrum is obtained from the Krame
Kronig transformation of the corresponding absorption spectrum. The
tral wavelengths of the laser pulses used in the homodyne experiment
indicated with arrows.
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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for the measurements shown here, to avoid any poss
pulse duration effects.5,29 It can be seen from Fig. 3 that a
the excitation wavelength shifts toward the red, the am
tude of initial spike decreases. A similar decrease in the a
plitude of the initial spike as the wavelength is shifted to t
red has previously been reported in several systems.3,13 In
the current experiment, the contribution of the accumula
thermal phase grating is expected to be small, due to
relatively low repetition rate and the rapid flowing of th
sample. Measurements with different flow rates, furthermo
showed no detectable change of the decay profile, except
the signal to noise ratio became worse at very high fl
rates. In addition, the oscillation period of the acoustic gr
ing is normally around several nanoseconds and decay
an even longer time scale.30 Given the fact that the strong
dependence on wavelength is usually observed only in
first 200 fs, it is unlikely that the contribution from the the
mal phase grating plays a significant role. To obtain a cl
picture of the underlying dynamics in the homodyne sign
we turn to a discussion of the real and imaginary compone
of P(3) measured in the OHD-TG signal, in other words, t
amplitude and phase gratings.

B. Wavelength-dependent OHD-TG

The wavelength dependent OHD-TG profiles in R64
DMSO are shown in Fig. 4. The measurements were p
formed first by setting the desired phase difference betw
the signal and the LO fields using the nonresonant respo
of CS2, and then replacing the CS2 sample cell with an
identical cell containing the sample. The phase settings w
carefully checked before and after each measurement to
sure that no detectable phase shift had occurred. The m
surements for each desired phase difference were repe
several times and the data were averaged to improve
accuracy of the phase settings. In order to remove a sm
homodyne contribution from the heterodyne signal, the r
and imaginary components were obtained from the diff
ence between two experimental data sets with ap-phase shift
in the LO.21 The accuracy of the phase settings was a

–
n-
are

FIG. 3. Wavelength-dependent homodyne TG signals for R640/DMSO.
excitation wavelengths are 602, 590, 580, and 570 nm, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Wavelength-dependent hetero
dyne TG signals for R640/DMSO at
~a! 570 nm,~b! 580 nm,~c! 607 nm,
and~d! 615 nm. The solid lines are the
real components and the broken line
are the imaginary components. Th
real component obtained in pur
DMSO, scaled by the attenuation fac
tor due to the inner filter effect and
then multiplied by a factor of 10 for
display, is shown in symbols in~a!.
The inset in~c! shows the real part for
the first picosecond.
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double-checked by a two-step comparison as follows.21 ~a!
The imaginary component was compared with the PP sig
The consistency of the two curves indicated that the ph
for the measurement of the imaginary component was
rectly set.~b! The homodyne signal reconstructed from t
sum of squared experimentally measured real and imagi
components ofP(3) was compared with the measured hom
dyne signal. The consistency of these two curves furt
guaranteed the accuracy of the phase settings for both
real and imaginary components.

It is worth noting that the sign of the signal in this pap
is defined so that the nonresonant signal from the solven
positive at phasef5p/2. The signal is presented in terms
transmission change, rather than absorption change. Thu
a simple two-level resonant system, the PP signal~imaginary
component! is positive instead of the conventionally define
negative photobleaching and stimulated emission signa
terms of transient absorption.

As shown in Fig. 4, the real and imaginary compone
show very different wavelength dependence. In compari
to the imaginary component, the real response is much m
sensitive to the excitation wavelength. The imaginary co
ponent of the response is positive at all excitation wa
lengths, while the amplitude of the real component chan
sign from positive to negative as the wavelength is shif
from the blue to the very red edge of the absorption sp
trum. When the blue part of the absorption band~570 and
580 nm! is excited, both the real and imaginary compone
are positive. However, the signs of the real and imagin
components are opposite upon excitation at the red edg
the absorption band~615 nm!. At intermediate wavelength
such as 607 nm, the real component is positive at very s
times and then rapidly changes to negative prior to decay
to zero. Except for the differences in the sign of the amp
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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tude and initial decay behavior, the two components sh
the same decay features and share the same oscillator
havior within the experimental uncertainty for all four dete
tion wavelengths. This similarity is expected since the d
cays of both real and imaginary components result from
same dynamic processes, including solvation, electronic
vibrational relaxation. It has been demonstrated previou
that PP and homodyne TG measure the same dynamics i
absence of a thermal acoustic grating,5,31 implying that the
real and imaginary components ofP(3) carry the same dy-
namic information.

The wavelength dependence of the real component
be easily understood by considering the Kramers–Kro
relation.11,32 The dispersion spectrum (np) of R640/DMSO
was obtained from the Kramers–Kronig transformation of
absorption spectrum as shown in Fig. 2. The amplitude
dispersion (np) has opposite signs for wavelengths on t
two sides of absorption maximum and is zero at a wa
length near the absorption maximum. A similar relation a
holds between the transient absorption and transient dis
sion in the third-order signals.3,7,12,33As discussed by Gumy
et al.,3 the real component ofP(3) or the population phase
grating (Dnp) is proportional to2np , thus it would be nega-
tive on the red side of the absorption spectrum and posi
on the blue side.3,30 The wavelength corresponding to ze
dispersion is usually observed to be located slightly to
red of the absorption maximum.30 In R640/DMSO, this turn-
ing point was found to be around 600 nm instead of at
absorption maximum of 585 nm.

At short times, the nonresonant contribution from t
solvent alters the relative amplitudes associated with the
and imaginary components ofP(3). To estimate the magni
tude of this nonresonant contribution, one needs to take
account the attenuation of the incident beams by solute m
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TABLE I. Relative amplitude of the birefringent contribution of different solvents.a

Time ~fs! DMSO Methanol Acetonitrile Benzene CS2 Chloroform CCl4 DMA DEA Toluene Benzonitrile

0 1.0 0.39 0.42 1.35 3.42 0.78 0.71 2.20 1.56 1.13 1.55
150 0.056 0.054 0.094 0.42 1.75 0.12 0.054 0.45 0.30 0.31 0.42

aThe amplitudes are scaled relative to DMSO signal att50, which is set to 1.0.
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ecules, the so-called inner filter effect. We applied the sa
procedure described by Rectoret al., who derived the inner
filter for vibrational echo signals.34 For a heterodyne de
tected TG signal, the correction factor is given by

f heter~A!5exp~2A!F12exp~2A!

A G , ~2!

whereA is equal to 2.3 times the sample OD. The samp
used to obtain the data shown in Fig. 4 were adjusted to h
an OD of 0.55 at each excitation wavelength. In this case,
correction factor is 0.16. The pure DMSO signal, scaled
this correction factor and then multiplied by a factor of
for display is also shown in Fig. 4~a!. The maximum of the
scaled DMSO signal is about 5% or 10% of the maximum
the real and imaginary components of the resonant so
contribution at 570 nm, respectively. Although the optic
density at each wavelength is the same, the laser param
differ for each wavelength. In addition, the contribution
stimulated emission will be different at each waveleng
Thus the data in the different panels of Fig. 4 cannot
compared directly. In Sec. III D, we will address the infl
ence of the nonresonant solvent contribution. In that sect
we model concentration-dependent homodyne data a
single wavelength using our heterodyne data.

The solvent response is roughly independent of
wavelength and remains positive within the entire spec
region of our detection, whereas the real component of
resonant solute contribution changes its sign from positiv
the blue to negative in the red sides of absorption spectr
Correspondingly, at 570 and 580 nm, the blue side of
spectrum, both the real components of the resonant and
resonant contributions have positive signs, and their su
position leads to enhancement of the initial spike in the po
tive real component measured using R640/DMSO. At 6
nm, the red side of the spectrum, these two contributi
have opposite signs and their superposition results in a
pressed spike in the negative signal@Fig. 4~d!#. At an inter-
mediate wavelength such as 607 nm, the real signal is do
nated by a positive solvent contribution at the very sh
times, and following the rapid decay of the solvent respon
by the negative response of the solute. In Sec. III C, we p
vide a qualitative discussion of the influence of the solv
contribution on homodyne TG data. In Sec. III D, we attem
a quantitative model of the concentration dependence of
modyne TG signals.

C. Interference effect between the solvent and solute
contributions in homodyne TG signals

The homodyne detected TG signal is proportional to
sum of squared real and imaginary components ofP(3). In
the solution phase, the real component is equal to the su
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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the wavelength-dependent solute and the wavelen
independent solvent contributions. An interference cr
term, resulting from the squared sum of the real compone
of the solute and the solvent, can have a profound effec
the homodyne TG signal. We should note here that
imaginary component of the nonresonant solvent contri
tion is considerably weaker than its real component and t
is neglected in the following discussion. As described in S
III B, the real components associated with the solute cha
sign from positive to negative with the shift of waveleng
from blue to red, in contrast to the wavelength-independe
positive solvent response. This wavelength-dependent so
contribution will lead to wavelength-dependent interferen
with the solvent contribution in the homodyne TG signals.
the blue part of the absorption spectrum, the real compon
of the solvent and solute contributions are of the same s
and will interfere constructively at short times and give ri
to a large initial spike in the homodyne TG signal. This i
terference can persist for several hundred femtoseconds
pending on the time scale of the relaxation of solvent
sponse. In contrast, when the excitation wavelength is on
red edge of the absorption band, the real component of
solute contribution will change sign while the solvent cont
bution does not. The resulting destructive interference
short times will produce a less pronounced initial spike.
simple estimate can be made to demonstrate this interfer
effect. In round numbers, the real contribution of the solve
and the real and imaginary components of the solute h
relative maximum amplitudes of 1:15:9@Fig. 4~a!#. Typi-
cally, in a heterodyne measurement one checks for a sol
contribution by comparing the signal amplitude from the s
lution and the pure solvent. However, this can be a fals
reassuring procedure: In the present case the ratio of
homodyne signal maxima from the solvent alone, to t
from the solute alone is 1(921152)50.3%. However, the
difference between the homodyne signal maxima when
solvent adds either constructively or destructively is 22
since (162192)/(142192)51.22.

In order to compare the described interference effec
different systems, we performed the OHD-TG measureme
on 11 commonly used solvents~Table I!. The nonresonan
response of a pure solvent consists of an instantaneous
tronic component and a slower~;200–2000 fs! nuclear con-
tribution. At short times, the signal is dominated by the ele
tronic response as long as the laser pulsewidth is s
enough. The maximum signal occurs slightly after time ze
due to the asymmetric nuclear response. Table I summar
the relative values of the signals at their maxima, which
mostly determined by the electronic responses. The rela
magnitudes of the nuclear responses are taken at 150 fs
the time corresponding to the maxima. Among these s
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vents, methanol gives the weakest signal whereas CS2 gives
the strongest. In addition, the relative amplitudes of CS2 and
acetonitrile differ by a factor of;8 at their maxima, which is
considerably smaller than the value reported in Ref.
where a ratio of over 50 was obtained using the optical K
effect ~OKE! technique. The acetonitrile response measu
in this work is essentially identical to that obtained by C
et al.using the OKE method with very similar pulse duratio
at 570 nm.36 However, these two temporal profiles appe
substantially different from the one reported in Ref. 35, o
tained with relatively long pulses. Since the instantane
electronic response is strongly dependent on the p
width,37 longer pulses will lead to a substantial nuclear co
tribution even atT50. Comparison of the signal amplitude
at a delay time of 150 fs from the time corresponding to
maxima, where the nuclear contributions dominate the
vent responses, indeed gives a larger ratio of;20 ~see Table
I!. Nevertheless, the similarity in the amplitudes of the va
ous solvent responses found in the current work indica
that their interference effect with the contribution from t
solute clearly cannot be simply assumed negligible in a
modyne TG signal at short times. For those solvents wh
nuclear responses contribute substantially to the overall
nal, such as acetonitrile, toluene, benzene, benzonit
DMA, DEA, and CS2, this interference may persist fo
longer times, determined by the relaxation of the correspo
ing nuclear responses.

The above-described interference effect also applie
experiments in which higher vibronic bands are excited~see,
for example, Ref. 13!. Excitation on the red edge of th
second vibronic band will give rise to negative signed r
component for the solute according to the Kramers–Kro
relation. In this case, its destructive interference with
positive solvent response leads to a smaller amplitude of
initial spike than that observed upon excitation of the b
edge of the main absorption band. This is consistent w
what we have previously observed.13

D. Concentration-dependent homodyne TG

To further confirm the interference effect on the hom
dyne detected signal as discussed in Sec. II
concentration-dependent homodyne TG measurements
performed. In these measurements, the OD of the R6
DMSO solution was varied from 0.57 to 0.08, correspond
to a concentration change from 1.131024 to 1.331025 M.
Within this range of concentration, no detectable change
the shape of the absorption spectrum was observed, w
excludes the possibility of a solute aggregation effect. T
change of concentration will lead to a corresponding cha
in the relative contributions of solvent and solute, and in tu
alter the initial behavior of the homodyne detected TG s
nals. As shown in Fig. 5, a decrease of the solute concen
tion results in an increase of the amplitude of the init
spikes in the homodyne TG signals. This change can be
ily understood from the argument in Sec. III C. For a low
concentration sample, the amplitude of the solute signal
creases, whereas the amplitude of the solvent respons
creases as a result of the reduced attenuation by the i
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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filter effect. Thus for a homodyne detected TG, a sma
solute concentration will result in a larger relative solve
contribution with respect to the solute contribution, a
therefore a larger initial spike in the detected TG signal.

Convincing support for the interference effect on the h
modyne TG signal would be provided by reproducing t
homodyne profiles measured at different concentrations~Fig.
5! with the heterodyne data measured at the same w
length, presented in Fig. 4~a!. It should be noted that chang
ing the solute concentration affects the heterodyne sig
associated with both the solute and the solvent. For the
vent, the signal measured with pure DMSO will be atten
ated by the concentration-dependent inner filter effect t
different extent from the one shown in Fig. 4~a!. The real and
imaginary components measured for R640/DMSO at a gi
concentration (C05110mM! need to be scaled according
the sample concentration~C! to obtain the correct profiles o
the real and imaginary components at other concentrati
After this scaling correction, the homodyne detected TG s
nals are calculated from the following:

I homo5 f homo~A!F C

C0f heter~A0!
Im0~R6401DMSO!G2

1 f homo~A!H C

C0f heter~A0!
@Re0~R6401DMSO!

2 f heter~A0!Re~DMSO!#1Re~DMSO!J 2

, ~3!

where Im0(R6401DMSO) and Re0~R6401DMSO! are the
imaginary and real components measured for the R6
DMSO solution at the concentrationC0 , Re~DMSO! is the
real part of pure DMSO, andf heter(A0) and f homo(A) are the
attenuation factors for the heterodyne and homodyne TG
nals, which are given by Eq.~2! and in Ref. 34, respectively
The curves calculated using Eq.~3! are shown in Fig. 6~a!,
and exhibit the same trend as the experimental data in
sponse to the concentration change, i.e., the magnitude o
initial spike is enhanced as the concentration decreases.
calculated profiles show a smaller deviation from the exp
mental data at higher concentrations. To show more cle

FIG. 5. Concentration-dependent homodyne TG signals for rhodamine
in DMSO measured at 570 nm. The ODs of the solutions at 570 nm are 0
0.31, 0.22, 0.15, and 0.08 per mm from the top to bottom. All the curves
normalized for ease of comparison.
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the effect of the interference on the homodyne detected
signals, we also performed calculations in the absence o
cross term, i.e., the second term in Eq.~3! is replaced by the
sum of the squared real components of the solute and
vent, respectively. Figure 6~b! shows the calculated curve
for OD50.57 and OD50.08. The calculated curves for th
intermediate concentrations are almost identical to the
50.57 curve. Clearly, the calculated curves in the absenc
the interference effect differ significantly from the expe
mental data. The comparison of experimental and calcula
results shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! provide strong suppor
for the interference effect discussed in this paper.

The agreement between calculated and experime
curves in Fig. 6~a! is not perfect. Two possibilities may ac
count for the deviation between the calculated and the
perimental curves@Fig. 6~a!#. First, the attenuation facto
given by Eq.~2! is derived for plane waves. Focusing of th
beams may alter the attenuation factor from that calcula
using Eq.~2!. The deviation between the experimental da
and the calculated profiles@Fig. 6~a!# indicates that the rela
tive solvent contribution may have been underestima
Second, the intensity of the homodyne signals is very l
particularly at the low concentration, with respect to the

FIG. 6. Comparison of the experimental homodyne TG signals~symbols!
measured at different solution concentrations~at 570 nm! and the calculated
profiles using the heterodyne data presented in Fig. 4~a! in the presence~a!
or absence~b! of the cross term in Eq.~3! ~lines!. Because of the similarity
of the calculated curves at higher concentrations, only the curves calcu
for the highest and lowest concentrations are shown in~b!, together with the
corresponding experimental data. All the curves are normalized at
maxima.
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tensity of the heterodyne signals. The homodyne signal m
be contaminated by a contribution from the OHD-TG sign
which arises from some small scattering from the pro
pulse, serving as a local oscillator,25 and will be worst at the
lowest optical density.

An obvious corollary to the above-presented discuss
is that the relative contributions of the solute and solvent w
vary as the laser wavelength is tuned through the absorp
band. Clearly, particular care is required when working in
wings of the absorption spectrum.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we report wavelength-dependent hom
dyne and heterodyne TG studies on a resonant system, R
dissolved in DMSO, using a diffractive optics method. T
amplitude of the real component changes sign from posi
to negative as the excitation wavelength is shifted from b
to red, while the corresponding imaginary component
mains positive for all wavelengths within the absorpti
band, in accordance with the Kramers–Kronig relation.
longer delay times~.200 fs!, the real and imaginary com
ponents ofP(3) measured in heterodyne TG show genera
similar decay features at different wavelengths, consis
with previous suggestions that they reflect the same dyna
cal process.5,31 However, at short times, the real compone
is contaminated with the nonresonant solvent contributi
which has similar amplitude to the resonant solute contri
tion in a dilute solution, even though the homodyne signa
the solvent itself is less than a few percent of the total
modyne signal. We further found that the interference
tween the nonresonant solvent contribution and
wavelength-dependent real component of the resonant so
contribution at short times is responsible, at least in part,
the wavelength dependence of the initial spike observed
homodyne TG measurements. This interference effect is
ther confirmed by concentration-dependent homodyne
measurements.

Several other four-wave mixing techniques, such as
three-pulse photon echo peak shift and two-pulse pho
echo, are usually carried out in a similar homodyne man
One would expect that this interference effect between
resonant solute and the nonresonant solvent contribut
would also affect the signal profiles in the initial time sca
measured in these techniques and the correspon
frequency-resolved experiments in a dilute solution, es
cially for those solvents with a large electronic hyperpol
izability such as CS2, benzene, toluene, DMSO, etc. We b
lieve that proper characterization and subtraction of
solvent contribution may be necessary for the analysis
short time dynamical behavior in these techniques.
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